Homes (K-1)
Word-family map

bedroom
bathroom
living room
dining room
classroom
schoolroom
lunchroom
courtroom
storeroom
darkroom
one-room

room

room's
rooms
roomed
rooming

roomy
roomier
roomiest
roomful
Homes (K-1)
Word-family map

- yard's
- yards

- backyard
- graveyard
- schoolyard
- barnyard
- churchyard
- shipyard
- courtyard
- vineyard
- yardstick
- yard sale
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Homes (K-1)
Word-family map

- brush
  - brush's
  - brushes
  - brushed
  - brushing
- toothbrush
  - paintbrush
  - sagebrush
- underbrush
- brusher
Homes (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

"What's in the big **box** that Dad took to the barn, Mom? Is it something Aunt Nancy bought for Megan's birthday?"
* (The box in the barn)

**box**

- a container that is usually rectangular to put things in (n)
- a shape on paper or a computer screen to write, type, or put pictures into (n)
- Click the square tool. Make a **box** for your leaf. This is where you will show the leaves you collect. Print enough pages to begin your book... There are two ways to put leaves in the **box**. Draw a picture of the leaf. Paste a real leaf in the center of the **box**. *(It's fun)*

**box**

- to play a sport where you wear special gloves and punch someone (v)

The boys were there! There were three of them. They were **boxing** with each other for fun.
* (City sidewalks)
Homes (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

She listened to music and drew pictures on blank sheets of paper. *(Once upon a baby brother)*

Jeff said, Art comes next. That's fun. Amelia Bedelia looked at her list. You're right, she said. You must paint pictures now. The children got sheets of art paper. *(Teach us, Amelia Bedelia)*

Ms. Rogers stepped into the house. She stared into the living room at the wrinkled blanket and sheets on the couch and the empty Domino's box and soda bottles. *(Help, I'm trapped)*

“Rise and shine,” Dad called. Noah groaned and pulled the sheet over his head, even though the room was still dark. *(Noah)*